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Ron Mueck
Ron Mueck (b. 1958)is known for his
extraordinarily lifelike sculptures of people
in fragile, naked states: a postpartum
woman, a crouching, cornered man, and,
perhaps most famously, the body of his
dead father. Mueck plays dramatically with
scale; a newborn baby, with traces of
afterbirth and blood, looms impressively
over viewers, measuring sixteen feet from
crown to foot, while a spooning
half-clothed couple would fit easily on a
coffee table. In each case, the amount of
detailindividual pores and dimples, hairs
and blemishesis uncanny. The figures are
disconcerting and yet impossible to resist.
Muecks obsessive attention to detail and
craft has its beginnings in his early days as
a model maker and puppeteer for films like
Jim Hensons Labyrinth. It was in 1997,
when noted dealer Charles Saatchi
discovered Muecks work and included his
sculpture Dead Dad in the groundbreaking
Sensation show, that Mueck began to
attract international attention. Today, the
artists sculptures are some of the most
widely
acclaimed,
prominent,
and
identifiable works of contemporary
art.Produced in close collaboration with the
artist, this beautifully illustrated book is the
first to provide a comprehensive look at
Muecks work to date. The book offers
detailed insight into the artists ideas and
methods and features a catalogue raisonne.
Essays by leading scholars highlight the
depth of his practice and further affirm
Muecks importance.
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Ron Mueck - Brooklyn Museum Ronald Ron Mueck is an Australian sculptor working in the United Kingdom.
Contents. [hide]. 1 Biography 2 Work 3 Chronological list of major works 4 Works The Progress Big Man: A
Conversation with Ron Mueck by Sarah /event/ron-mueck-9215657? Ron Mueck - 10 Artworks, Bio & Shows on
Artsy Ron Mueck - Biographical information for artist Ron Mueck at the Hauser & Wirth art galleries in London &
Zurich. Preview Ron Mueck Comes to the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston Ron Mueck - Wikipedia MFAH Brings
Hauntingly Realistic Figures to Houston in Ron Mueck. Monday, February 13, 2017 at 8 a.m.. By Susie Tommaney.
Mask II, a self-portrait by Ron Images for Ron Mueck This solo exhibition of works by the sculptor Ron Mueck,
known for his extraordinarily lifelike, empathetic renderings of his subjects, includes Ron Mueck The Museum of
Fine Arts, Houston 19 April , Hauser & Wirth London. Hauser & Wirth is proud to present Ron Muecks debut
exhibition with the gallery and his first major solo 13 Hyper-realistic Sculptures by Ron Mueck Bored Panda
Spooning Couple is a sculpture by Australian artist Ron Mueck representing a man and woman lying down together.
Both figures have a light skin tone and are Artist at work: Inside the workshop of Ron Mueck, creator of eerily
London-based sculptor Ron Mueck, formerly a model maker and puppeteer for childrens television and films, has been
creating fine art Ron Mueck Images. Biography Biography download Bibliography Images Press Hauser & Wirth
exhibitions. Year. All years, 2013, 2009, 2006, 2005, 2003 Spooning Couple, Ron Mueck, 2005 Tate London-based
sculptor Ron Mueck, formerly a model maker and puppeteer for childrens television and films, has been creating fine art
The Hyperrealistic Sculptures of Ron Mueck - The Atlantic Ron Mueck has become internationally recognised for
his unique realist sculptures that replicate the human figure with unrivalled technical skill. The powerful Ron Mueck
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston Art - Museums, Arts Artist page for Ron Mueck (born 1958) Explore 4 works in
Tates collection. Exhibitions Ron Mueck Hauser & Wirth Australian-born, London-based Ron Mueck is as
enigmatic as his sculptures. From a distended baby, stuck to the wall crucifixion-style and bearing an Ron Mueck
Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetu Astounding in their realism and emotional power, Ron Muecks
works have made him one of the most renowned sculptors of our time. See them Ron Mueck NGV
https:///event/ron-mueck/46936/? sculptor artist Ron Mueck creates hyper-realistic models of humans A National
Gallery of Australia Focus Exhibition. As a child, Ron Mueck experimented with puppetry and model making,
influenced by his parents work as Ron Mueck NGV The Australian artist Ron Muecks (b. 1958) sculpture Boy has
become one of the landmarks of the ARoS Aarhus Art Museum. Measuring 4.5 metres in height Ron Mueck at the
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston Glasstire Tickets for Ron Mueck The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston Ron
Muecks art has been called both big and clever. In fact, says Jonathan Jones its blank, empty, brainless - and upstaged by
several other Ron Mueck - Home Facebook Ron Mueck. 138199 likes 107 talking about this. Ron Mueck (born 1958)
is an Australian hyperrealist sculptor working in Great Britain. Muecks early Ron Muecks Boy - ARoS Aarhus
Kunstmuseum Given Ron Muecks career in film, its natural that his sculptures take on the effect of props in some
larger drama, some absent set. Muecks Ron Mueck National Galleries of Scotland Astounding in their apparent
realism and compelling in their ability to invite interaction Ron Muecks works have earned him a singular place as the
creator of Ghost, Ron Mueck, 1998 Tate It has taken Ron Mueck two years to complete three new sculptures for the
show at Fondation Cartier in Paris next week. This he has done Artists Ron Mueck Biography Hauser & Wirth
Artwork page for Ghost, Ron Mueck, 1998 Australian born, Ron Mueck first came to public attention during the Royal
Academys 1997 Sensation exhibition. Ron Muecks art: Big, not clever Stage The Guardian Hyperrealist sculptor
Ron Mueck works in the realm of the ultra-real where he spends hundreds of hours perfecting the shape of the human
Artists Ron Mueck Images and clips Hauser & Wirth Wild Man is a sculpture by Australian artist Ron Mueck of a
large naked man sitting on a stool. The man has a light skin tone and is represented with a high Ron Mueck born 1958
Tate Ron Mueck, now working in the United Kingdom, was born in 1958 in Melbourne, Australia. The son of
German-born toy-makers, he grew up making creatures, Ron Mueck - Visit Houston See more exhibitions and save!
Get a combo pack including this exhibition, Pipilotti Rist: Pixel Forest and Worry Will Vanish, and/or Paint the
Revolution:
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